Overview

The pressure is on trading firms to accelerate growth, lower costs, and navigate market volatility and regulatory change. To differentiate themselves in a crowded marketplace trading firms are more concerned than ever about accelerating business growth.

Enable new business opportunities

- With a timeline to value using the most recent innovative technology that offers greater multi-asset trading velocity, firms can attract more customers. By offering agility and access to global markets, global opportunities arise. Access to liquidity and a depth of service that yields fresh insights into customers’ ever-changing needs accelerates growth.
- With FIS’ Valdi you can capture business intelligence across all trading flow in your organization with the Valdi Panorama trade supervision and archive tool. It helps you better understand your customers and their activities.

Valdi Panorama provides:

- **Monitoring**: real-time supervision and filtering of all trade activity
- **Simplified risk management**: facility to cancel single or multiple orders, or use the global cancel functionality across trading channels
- **Business analytics**: an interactive dashboard provides insights into your customers activity, with widgets designed to detail business intelligence targeting EDA/DMA flow, risk management and IT & support
- **Light footprint**: ease of deployment and maintenance across a user base with a browser-based interface.

Valdi – Panorama

Provides benefits across multiple functions:

- IT & Support
- Compliance & Risk
- Head of Sales (EDA)
- Head of Sales (DMA).

Valdi - Panorama + Drop Copy Server

Combine with FIS’ drop copy server to consolidate and supervise order flow across multiple upstream trading channels and across multiple exchanges.
FIS' Valdi - Panorama

- **FIX compatibility**: proven and widely deployed Valdi FIX technology, with connections to FIX networks across any FIX protocol enabling you to consolidate orders and trades
- **Historical audits**: generation of ad hoc reports on real-time and historical trade data including Best Execution reports for MiFID I & II
- **Reporting**: definition and generation of order and trade audit reports in csv from both real-time and historical trade data.

Next generation trading enables success today

FIS' Valdi Panorama features include:

- Configurable alerts to improve workflow efficiency
- The ability to support high order volumes; up to 10 million messages per day.
- Enrich trade flows with various benchmarks

FIS can help
Learn how FIS' Valdi’s high powered capabilities will keep you in the lead. Get connected to our team of solution experts on email getinfo@fisglobal.com

For more information visit our website for trading [here].
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